INTRODUCTION
KYC – Passed (Doxxed with all marketing partners)
Audit – Passed (Contract checker AUDIT completed,
Certic Onboarding
after launch)
WHAT IS THE LUCKY METAVERSE (LMETA) PROJECT?

LUCKY METAVERSE (LMETA) is an all-in-one
package metaverse, p2e 3D gaming and NFT project
that interacts across almost all crypto functions in a
symbiotic relationship. The LMETA project combines
all possible ways to earn in crypto.
LMETA is a project that combines some aspects of De i
with Meta and NFT to provide maximum opportunity
for investors and game lovers to pro it while being
entertained.
LMETA token is a reward for passion
gaming project that provide a passive earning avenue
for game users in form of an in-game reward directly
into their wallets in addition to fascinating game
graphics.

Who is on the team? Have you all worked
together for a while?
The LMETA team also known as the META GATE
KEEPERS, are a team of crypto tech experts and PR
from Europe and the CEO is based in Dubai. The
team provided their services to the METAFACE
Project with a $2.0m MC during the bull period in
2021, which is now Meta morphed in to the LMETA
Project with the prospect of a $100m MC in 60-90
days.
The LMETA team trust each other to perform their
roles and work towards a shared vision, together
we will succeed.

LMETA-NOMICS
When purchasing LMETA you can expect a 5%
buying tax, when selling LMETA there is an 11%
sell tax. The taxes provide the liquidity needed for
the distribution of the 5% BnB rewards, 1% Lottery
to top 150 holders and 1% to all other holders.
Remaining tax will be held in reserves for future
development.
LMETA has not relied on angel investors, we have
brought over liquidity from the METAFACE Project
and rebranded to Lucky Metaverse.
Tokens at launch have a vesting period with
PinkSale for 6 Months and LP is locked for 180 days,
for the irst 6 months after launch 3.3% of the total
supply will be burned every month. We wanted to
protect our investors from whale dumps, by burning
tokens gradually will create scarcity of the LMETA
Token and increase the price encouraging long term
holders.

LMETA is keen to protect early contributors who
participated in the pre-sale, we are providing a shock
absorber against dumpers by giving you 2% of your
holdings. This is locked for 2 months, also to prevent
dumping.
LMETA is providing investors an opportunity to
earn in multiple ways by holding, staking, P2E and
purchasing/selling from the NFT Marketplace.

Utility of LMETA Token
Lucky Metaverse Token holders can receive 5% BnB
passive income just by holding LMETA in their wallet.
There will be weekly 1% lotteries for in-game players
holding an NFT from our marketplace.
The set and forget type earning is our staking
platform, where you can earn up to an APY of 60%
where you opt-in for 30, 60 or 90 days.
5% BnB distribution to holders
1% rotational lottery for top 100 holders
60% staking APR for 30/60/90 days
19.89% token burn from total supply
LMETA NFT roll out and Marketplace creation
In- game rewards in BnB, LMETA and NFT on each
level in respect to Tokens/XP gained
Creating an LMETA merchandise store
LMETA is planning for future integration of WEB
3.0 into the METAWORLD.

ROADMAP

- Website release - Migration of old holders
- 2.5k holders (suprise 1) - Staking feature release
- 5k holders (suprise 2)
- 2nd CEX listing (First listing on P2PB2B just they need to
change token API)
- Bridge to 3 other chains - Certik audit onboarding
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- P2E game release
- NFT collection
- 3rd and 4th CEX listings (Binance)
- 10k holders (big suprise)
- Planning and designing merchandise store

- Grand opening of merchandise store - 5th CEX listings
- 20k holders (big suprise 2) - User-Generated Events
- Partnership with Game Guilds - Multichain Integration
- VR Gallery Release - Community Events in VR mode
- Launch of the Game in Metaverse
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NOTE :
If you noticed in the roadmap, we didn’t put “ irst CEX
listing” this is because we are listed on an exchange P2PB2B
before it’s just to change the website API.

